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Vertically Integrated Projects (VIP)

A new innovation in teaching
--- Strathclyde leading the way
With a little help from our friends at Georgia Tech!!

Strathclyde USPs

Diversity – Engineering, Science, Humanities, Business

Outreach – International Development, Business, Schools
Business/Entrepreneurship aspect in every project!
Integral part of the course, Credit bearing

Part of wider VIP consortium based at Georgia TechStrathclyde are so far the ONLY European participants
2nd largest Program and by far the most diverse

Alignment with Strategic Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leading International Technical University
Research Informed Teaching
Internationalisation
Outreach
Interdisciplinary learning
Producing employable graduates and
effective citizens

In VIP UG students work in teams
With students from other years of a course
With students from different disciplines
With postgraduate researchers/staff
On real HARD problems
Rolling on year to year each time into a more
senior position in the team.
Making them ‘ready for graduate employment’

In VIP
UG students get the Chance to -

1. Lead a Group

2. Show Initiative
3. Plan Work

4. Be Flexible

5. Take Ownership of Own Learning

6. Work with Students from different years and
subjects.

Alignment with Specific Objectives
• Improving STEM education
• Theatre and Performance VIP
• Addressing gender imbalance
• ROVER VIP
• Widening participation
• Mobilelands VIP
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Polarised Growth

Image Classification for Drug Discovery

Bio

Provides model based on
analysis of data

Provides images of
stained hyphae to test
model

EEE

Maths

Fig.2a Original
Image

Provides data
from images

Fig. 3 Normal
distribution curves

• Using the information contained in
the masks created previously, images
can be classified.
• Classification allows us to assign the
features of an image to a specific
‘class’.

• ‘Confusion matrices’ allow us to
assess how well a classifier performs.

Classified image

• If an image does not fit into any ‘class’
then it is potentially something that
has not been seen before.
Confusion
Matrix

Fig.2b Image after sobel

Text Lab
Richard II

Romeo and Juliet

This is a graph showing the significance of various words by
character. It clearly shows that Mowbray has the strongest sense
of loyalty, yet King Richard chooses to banish him for life and
only banish Bolingbroke, who later goes on to overthrow him, for
six years. This poor judgment plays a key part in showing
Richard's ineptitude for the role of king and establishing the
dichotomy between the two kings: Richard, king by descent and
divine right, and Bolingbroke, who claims the throne and is
supported for his suitability for the role.

Text Lab

Twelfth Night

The hypothesis for Romeo and Juliet is a play
about promises. This chart shows all the
promises in the play divided up by who is
making the promise to whom. As you can
clearly see 37% of all promises in the play is
Romeo and Juliet making promises to each
other and promise about Juliet to Romeo
promises making up almost a quarter of all
promises in the play.

This chart looks at the amount of nouns referring to
women and men mentioned in Twelfth Night compared
to other Shakespearian comedies. For example, in
Twelfth Night one can observe that the proportion of
masculine and feminine nouns mentioned in the play is
rather balanced. Even though men are still mentioned
twice as often as women, the ratio is far more equal
than in many other comedies in which the amount of
nouns referring to men takes up to 80% of the play.

As Computing Science and English students we have successfully worked together,
creating a website that allows students of all ages access to in depth analyses of four of
Shakespeare’ plays; Romeo and Juliet, Richard II, Twelfth Night and Othello. On this site we
have given evidence to support academic arguments of Shakespeare’s work using tools
such as Ubiqu+ity, AntConc, WordHoard and JMP. Go ahead and visit us at www.losp.us.
We are planning to develop and add new features to our website so
that students find it helpful for their own research in studying
Shakespeare’s plays. In addition our Text Lab class will continue to
run as we find it’s a great adventure for both English and Computer
Science students!

Find us at…

http://losp.us/

•
•
•
•

“An application for the close
reading and scholarly analysis
of deeply tagged texts.”
Also allows you to count the
instances of words that
appear
Creates a cloud of the most
common words in a text
Presents the statistical
likelihood each word will
appear

HaSS & Faculty of Science

jonathan.r.hope@strath.ac.uk

Research Findings
Romeo and Juliet
12

Research Findings
Julius Caesar

Promises made between Romeo and Juleit
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Promises Kept/Made

Promise Talk of
Breaking/Broken/False

Romeo to Juliet

Other type of Promises

Juliet to Romeo
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The Dept of Electronic and Electrical Engineering VIP
”Sustainable Energy Solutions for Developing
Countries”

2 billion of the world’s 7 billion
population live without access
to electricity - 90% of the
world’s rural poor.

Mobilelands

Africa accounts for
approximately a sixth of the
world's population, is a major
victim of climate change, yet
generates only 4% of global
electricity.
1.6 million people from
developing countries die every
year due to respiratory related
illnesses. In large part due to
use of kerosene lamps for
lighting and indoor cooking
(UN estimate 600,000 deaths
in 2011 due to Malaria).

Architecture students
regenerate disused
land in an under
privileged area
of Glasgow for
recycling projects and
Community
Engagement.

This VIP offers a unique experience for
students at different stages of study in
different fields to come together, learn
from each other, and combine their
unique skill sets to contribute to an
ambitious research project that can
positively impact the lives of the rural
poor of developing countries.

Today in Africa, the lack of clean
and sustainable energy is as
deadly a killer as unclean
drinking water and Malaria.

The system designed will use solar
energy for community-based
centralised charging of portable
batteries, for specially designed multifunctional consumer devices which will
be distributed amongst the community.

Each hour, of each day, more
energy from the sun reaches
our planet than is used by
the entire global population
in an entire year

It also provides a
platform for other
VIPs to meet the
public

Modular design of these devices allows
consumers to group their devices
together to supply higher powered
communal services such as TV watching
and water pumping

Entrepreneurial Starter
Pack

Enterprise VIP

A University-wide initiative to support future entrepreneurs and provide a learning
platform for Strathclyde students

Tier 1 – Project

Springboard

A one-stop shop for all queries

Tier 2 – Project

Inspire

Planning Events to Inspire Activity

Tier 3 – Project

Engage

Hunter Centre
and
Strathclyde
Entrepreneurial
Network

Business Analysis for Start-Ups

Tier 4 – Project

‘A-Team’

Providing Expert Advice

Summary:
Tasked with building upon
Strathclyde’s entrepreneurial
ecosystem, we researched some
of the top entrepreneurial
universities as well as national
organisations aimed at helping
entrepreneurs for inspiration in
order to plug a gap.
We discovered a gulf in
knowledge expressed by many
prospective entrepreneurs- there
was little awareness of the help
available to them.

I’m not a businesswomanwho do I talk to about my
idea?

Aims and objectives:
We aim to provide basic, digestible
information to budding student
entrepreneurs through our
‘Entrepreneurial Starter Pack’, delivered
on a website platform. This information
is aimed at Scottish higher education
students - not just Strathclyde students.
Acting as a signpost to success we
provide links to grants, competitions,
workshops, external organisations
websites and to applicable information
cherry picked by team members as well
as interviews with both business
advisors and recently established
entrepreneurs.

Volunteers have the opportunity to engage with successful
entrepreneurs and help put their business knowledge into
practice

Building and supporting Entrepreneurs in the
Strathclyde Community

www.strath.ac.uk/viprojects

@STRATH

Zagnoni
Microfluidics
Lab-on-a-Chip

Microfluidic
Nanomedicine for
Cancer Research
Ulijn
Gel platforms
Biochemistry

Outcome 1:
Effective methodologies for
parallel studies using small
amounts of patient tissue
(scarce!)
- enable clinical testing

Outcome 2:
High-throughput
microsystems for in vitro
cancer drug screening

Boyd
Radiotherapy
Drugs
Therapy resistant
cancer stem cells

Outcome 3:
Multidisciplinary
environment tailored for
academic and industrial
training
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Homes for children in San Kizito, Rwanda
Help us make a difference
Kindly Donate by 13th March 2013

Theatre and performance VIP
Students from English
convey key concepts
From Science
Technology, Engineering
and Maths through drama,
with input from students
from these disciplines.

Current status of VIP@strath

219

Total Number
of
Departments

22

Polarised
Growth

Total Number
of Degree
Programmes

35

Textlab
Sustainable
Energy

Here we see in flashback
how the gasmask was part
of a family’s history

Paul Murray/ Scott Strachan
VIP Co Directors

Project Lead
Paul Heron, Steve
Marshall, , John
Mackenzie
George Weir,
Jonathan Hope
Scott Strachan

No of
Students

Departments

Maths/Statistics, Biology, EEE
HaSS, Computer Science,
Maths/Statistics
DMEM, CES/EME, EEE, Computer
Science
SBS, CES, DMEM, EEE, Law,
Mechanical,

WASH
Competitive
SME

Bob Kalin

Rover
Enterprise
Mobileland
Theatre
Performance
Total

James Biggs
Jonathan Levie
Cristian Suau

SBS, Sciences, HaSS
DMEM, CES/EME, EEE, Sciences,
Maths/Statistics, SBS
SBS
Architecture

Marion Sheridan

EEE, HaSS

Colin Andrews

13
25
12
47
23
17
37
32
13
219

“If you can laugh together,
you can work together!”,
Victoria Phillips

VIP Implementation Team
Steve Marshall EEE,
VIP Director and Academic Lead

Project Title

Total Number
of students

Greig Paul:"Seeing an EEE-er
understand something about
biology is an amazing sight!“
“So exciting, it should carry a
health warning…”, Katherine
Broadfoot
"Coming together is a beginning,
staying together is progress, and
working together is success.“,
Dale Barnard

What the
students are
saying about it

"Achievement and
Learning through
Co-operation! “,
Philip Johnstone
"Everything is
connected…”,
Johnny Love

Beatrice Viviane Vetter: ”Teaching and
learning from each other is key! I just love
showing the others how to get about in the
lab.”
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THANK YOU!
QUESTIONS

COMMENTS

For more info on VIP see
www.strath.ac.uk/viprojects
Or email
viprojects@strath.ac.uk
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